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Dear Member,

Annual Conference
Register Here!
AESA's 27th Annual Conference in Tampa, Florida
November 28 through December 1, 2012 is coming "Inform, Innovate and Implement" theme presents
three engaging keynotes: Marcia L. Tate, Ed.D., is
currently an educational consultant and has taught
more than 350,000 administrators, teachers, parents,
and business and community leaders throughout the
world. Marcia uses the 20 brain-compatible strategies
outlined in her books to actively engage her
audiences.
Rob Mancabelli, Ph.D., is a speaker, writer, and
consultant with over fifteen years of experience in
education, technology, and change management. He
is a dynamic and engaging speaker, inspiring
audiences with insights into Twenty-First Century
learning. He brings strategies for engaging
stakeholders, and methods for transforming
organizations.
Manuel Scott, a high school dropout, now a
successful entrepreneur and PhD student. One of his
greatest gifts is the ability to connect with all kinds of
audiences. Against the-odds story is one of
immeasurable courage, strength, and determination
to overcome extreme adversity. His message leaves
audiences not only awed and inspired, but also
moved toward change.
R. Stephen Aguirre, Executive Director High Plains Regional Education Cooperative #3 and

AESA President-Elect

Sequestration Information
The threat of sequestration, or reduction in federal
funding, is real. Congress' lack of ability to put
together a budget deal could cause a severe cut to
education and other areas. AESA purchases lobbyist
help from Noelle Ellerson at AASA who has put
together a really good piece of information to check
out what the impact of implementation of
sequestration would be to you and your districts check it out! Noelle says, "Here is a link to the
sequestration toolkit, which includes the
sequestration invoice and letter that members can
use to raise awareness about the impact of
sequestration with their members of Congress:
http://aasa.org/aasablog.aspx?id=24230&blogid=286

Keynote Speakers at the Annual
Conference
Several excellent speakers have confirmed,
including;
noted
author,
entrepreneur
and
motivational speaker Manuel Scott; Corwin Press'
Marcia Tate; and featuring writer and Solution Tree
consultant Rob Mancabelli, who partners with
schools, colleges, and universities to develop
Twenty-First Century learning environments. Don't
miss it...sign up now!!

Member Requests
Endowment - The Capitol Region Education Council
in Connecticut is discussing the idea of establishing
an endowment through their charitable
foundation. The intention of the endowment would
be to generate funding to cover the ever increasing
supplemental costs related to operating our schools

and programs. We are interested in knowing if other
ESAs across the country have established
endowments or planning to through their
foundations. If you can help - please respond to:
Christina Peterman at - cpeterman@crec.org
Home School Services - A question from Middlesex
ESC in New Jersey - Do any agencies provide
services to Home Schools? Please respond to: Mark
Finkelstein at - mfinkelstein@mresc.k12.nj.us
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